
Centennial Bass Club Minutes August 4, 2015 

 

 

Call to Order by Scott Gablehouse 

No new guests 

New members-no list of new members 

 

Secretary Minutes-Echo Villa-posted on the website and accepted.  

 

Treasurer Report-Nate Caldwell 

CAST $530.27 

CBC $2235.73 

JR $887.42—W/O deposits from Frank from 8/24/15 

HS $872.75 

FMO $1272.85-there is still monies to deposit. 

All monies have been taken out of the old accounts.  

 

TD Report-Terry Carwin   

All is good-nothing to report 

 

Team TD Report-Chris Jones 

All is good-nothing to report 

 

Conservation-John Murphy 

Nothing to report 

 

Activities-Craig McMillian 

Nothing to report 

 

FMO-Bill Wilson 

There are more donations to collect, approximately $1500.00.  

Channel 9 aired highlights of the FMO. They interviewed the 1st place team, Brandon, Frank, and Colton. 

Bill asked about getting a DVD of the airing. The club needs to send out a thank you to all the 

participants with survey questions attached. That was a suggestions to try and make the FMO better 

next year.  

A lot of thought needs to be put into the time of year when the FMO is held since there were 4 dead fish 

this year. Possibly September, October, or Spring. There are many improvements needed, one being to 

get the weigh in done faster. Possibly having boats dock at the swim beach to bring in their fish but that 

really depends upon the water level and what time of the year it is done. May this year would have been 

to early because it was cold. Water temp this year was about 74 degrees. Someone made the comment 

that other states do large tournament is hotter weather than ours and the fish do fine. Aerators need to 

be used in the tanks, and breathable weigh bags with holes to use are helpful to keep the fish alive. We 

use bags with no holes and no aerators currently. Suggestion of 2 flights. Another suggestion was to do 

registration the night before at a hotel like other large tournaments. Try to get a host hotel so that the 

participants can sleep on Saturday to prepare for the evening. Comfort Inn is one of our current 

sponsors but we would have to book early so that they are not sold out. Club members and participants 

need to write down suggestions to make next year better.  

 



 

CAST-Bill Wilson 

Nothing to report 

 

Federation-Frank Villa 

BOD meeting on the September 15th . Colorado springs. It didn’t happen.  

 

Jr Club-Frank Villa 

Jr State tournament is August 22 at Swift Ponds. Volunteers needed for the card tournament.  

 

High School-Frank Villa 

HS State tournament is August 23 at Horsetooth. Possibly more boats needed. Windsor has 6 or 7 teams 

with possibly 2 more coming.  

 

OLD BUSINESS: 

Frank is still working on the new member policy for the bylaws. New member can come to a tournament 

to fish as a guest and be voted in the next meeting.  

The new scale of approximately $950.00 did not affect the overall finances of the Club. The scale needs 

to be taken care of as to not let it overheat while sitting in a car all day.  

Talk to BOD to give back their scale and wood box. We are paying for storage so they need to do that.  

 

NEW BUSINESS:  

Volunteers for Ault, get with George.  

 

Drawing 

Adjourn 

 

 

 

 

 


